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TC9210U and TC9210US - Bosch Security Systems

Check for the following items: â€¢ Wall/Ceiling Mount Shaft. â€¢ T-Bar Ceiling Clip. â€¢ Wall/Ceiling Mount Flange. If any items are missing, notify your Bosch Security. 
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TC9210U and TC9210US



Instruction Manual



EN Indoor Mounts



TC9210U and TC9210US | Instruction Manual | Unpacking



1.0



UNPACKING



This equipment should be unpacked and handled with care. If an item appears to have been damaged in shipment, replace it properly in its carton and notify the shipper. Check for the following items: • Wall/Ceiling Mount Shaft • T-Bar Ceiling Clip • Wall/Ceiling Mount Flange If any items are missing, notify your Bosch Security Systems Inc. Sales Representative or Customer Service. The original packing carton is the safest container in which to transport the unit. Save it for possible future use.



2.0



These indoor mounts are designed for fixed camera or camera housing installations up to 4.5 kg (10 lb) rated load. Aluminum and steel construction provide an extremely rigid camera mount. They have been designed and styled for mounting 2/3 in. format and smaller cameras in indoor applications.



3.0



INSTALLATION Be sure to review the maximum loads shown under SPECIFICATIONS prior to installing these mounts. The maximum load should not be exceeded.



3.1



3. Attach the mount shaft to the T-Bar clip by removing the protective boot on the threaded stud and screwing the mount shaft onto the stud. 4. Loosen the lock-down knob. This will allow full movement of the camera /mount knuckle. Securely attach the camera to the mount's 1/420 threaded stud. Position the camera to the desired location, and tighten the lock-down knob. 5. Replace any previously removed ceiling tiles.



3.2



Suspended Ceiling Mounting



1. Determine best ceiling location for the camera. The TC9206U is designed to mount directly to any exposed suspended ceiling support grid. Assure that the support grid is securely mounted and any additional support guide wires are used to compensate for the additional weight. 2. Attach the T-Bar clip to the exposed support grid by pressing the clip's corners together. Verify that all four (4) corners are attached securely to the grid. It may prove helpful to attach the mount with the ceiling tiles removed. Bosch Security Systems | May 5, 2010



Wall or Solid Ceiling Mounting



1. Determine a secure wall or ceiling mounting location. For a secure installation use three 6 mm (1/4 in.) diameter fasteners (not included).



DESCRIPTION



The TC9206U and TC9206US are 15 cm (6 in.) universal mounts designed for either suspended ceiling mounting or solid wall/ceiling mounting. They are supplied with two mounting bases - a T-Bar ceiling clip and a wall/ceiling flange mounting base.
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Recommended fastening methods are listed below: •



If bolts are used, they should extend through the mounting surface and be secured with flat washers, lock washers, and nuts on the opposite side. Each bolt must have a minimum pull-out strength of 34 kg (75 lb). • If studs are used, they should be anchored in concrete or welded to a steel backer plate. Each stud must have a minimum pull out strength of 34 kg (75 lb). • If the wall mount is attached to wood or to a blind structure (with no access to the rear), each fastener must have a minimum pull-out strength of at least 34 kg (75 lb). 2. Locate the three holes or stud locations using the mounting base flange as a template (three holes equally spaced on a 82.5 mm (3-1/4 in. bolt circle). Install the wall flange mounting base. 3. Attach the mount shaft to the wall flange by removing the protective boot on the threaded stud of the flange and screwing the mount onto the stud. 4. Loosen the lock-down knob. This will allow full movement of the camera /mount knuckle. Securely attach the camera to the mount's 1/420 threaded stud. Position the camera to the desired location, and tighten the lock-down knob.
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TC9210U, TC9210US Solid Wall/Ceiling Mount



Wall/Ceiling Mount Flange Included with TC9210U and TC9210US Solid Wall/Ceiling Mount



Maximum Load



4.5 kg (10 lb)



Mounting Head



Adjustable; 360° pan, 180° tilt



Mounting Bolt



Standard 1/4-20



Finish



TC9210U: off-white TC9210US: silver



Weight With wall/ceiling flange 291 g (0.64 lb); With T-bar clip flange



245 g (0.54 lb)



T-B Bar Ceiling Clip Included with TC9210U and TC9210US Solid Wall/Ceiling Mount
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FlexiDomeXT+ - Bosch Security Systems 

The exclamation mark within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user .... Make the connection inside the wa
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ferion - Bosch Security Systems 

The product range from Bosch Security Systems includes video surveillance systems with state-of-the-art IP-solutions, Access Control Systems, Intrusion Detection Systems, Fire Detection and Evacuation Systems, Security Management Systems, Paging and 
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01 - Bosch Security Systems 

1. UNPACKING. This equipment should be unpacked carefully and handled with care. Check for the following items: • Model number of unit. • Instructions for Use. If an item appears to have been damaged in shipment, replace it properly in its carton and
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FlexiDomeVF - Bosch Security Systems 

Figure 1. Rear connection - hollow surface. Caution. Installation should only be performed by qualified service personne
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00 - Bosch Security and Safety Systems 

cause fire or shock. For units intended to operate at 24VAC, normal input voltage is 24VAC. Voltage applied to the unit's power input should not exceed 30VAC.
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00 Series - Bosch Security Systems 

Stromquelle betreiben können, fragen Sie den Händler, bei dem Sie das Gerät erworben haben, oder Ihren Stromanbieter. •
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ARD-AYQ12 - Bosch Security Systems 

Page 2 ... 2. Prepare the controller cable by cutting the cable jacket back 1 1/4 inches (3,4 cm) and strip the wires 1/
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Integrated IR Bullet Camera - Bosch Security and Safety Systems 

required when the apparatus has been damaged in a way, such as power-supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has been spilled or objects have fallen into the.
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ISC-PDL1-WA18G - BOSCH Security Systems 

The ISC-PDL1-WA18x Professional Series TriTech Detec- tors are exceptionally suited for commercial indoor applications.
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R Bases - Bosch Security 

34 mA maximum at 30 VDC. F220-B6R: 13.5 mA at 12 VDC. 16.5 mA at 24 VDC. 19 mA maximum at 30 VDC. Standby Current. F220-
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LBC3200_IFU _multilanguage.qxd - Bosch Security 

Technical data LBC 3201/00 . .... experience that as a reduction of high tones. Background ..... Data subject to change without notice | 2004 - 9922 141 50601en ...
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ARD-AYJ12 - Bosch Security 

4. Drill a 7/16" (10 mm) hole for the cable. If mounting on metal, place a grommet or electrical tape around the edge of
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ARD-AYK12 - Bosch Security 

This installation manual contains the following information: -. Mounting .... Der ARD-AYK12 ist ein RFID-Leser für berüh
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Quick Install - Bosch Security 

Read these instructions. 2. Keep these instructions. 3. Heed all warnings. 4. Follow all instructions. 5. Do not use this apparatus near water. 6. Clean only with a ...
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3SI Security Systems 

policía local, lo que permitirá un seguimiento y una detención seguros. ESP® ... ESPAÑA. T: 0900 99 32 45 eu_sales@3sise
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PharmaTracker - 3SI Security Systems 

protección de activos y dinero en efectivo. Más de 45 años de experiencia y conocimiento especializado en el área de la
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3SI Security Systems 

automáticamente una alerta silenciosa de robo. El personal del centro de control de seguridad accederá a la información
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Systems Management - Panda Security 

Disponible en plataformas iOS. REQUISITOS TÉCNICOS. Para estaciones de trabajo y servidores de ficheros. - Sistemas Oper
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3SI Security Systems 

como futuros. La División de América del Norte de 3SI fue adquirida por LLR Partners, una firma de capital privado de. F
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3SI Security Systems 

Schutz von Bargeld und VermÃ¶genswerten. Mehr als 40 Jahre Erfahrung und Fachwissen auf dem. Gebiet der Sicherheit. Schutz von Ã¼ber 250.000. Standorten ...
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Dome Camera Menus - Bosch Security 

5. Bosch Security Systems. Quick Operation Manual. AM18-Q0627 | v1.0 | 2012.06. 1.1.2. White balance menu. * Select PUSH to change the color temperature.
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1 2 3 4 VDN-295 - Quick Install - Bosch Security and Safety Systems 

If not avoided, this will result in an electrical shock, serious bodily injury, or .... Press straight down on the button of the control pad to access the SETUP menu. â€“.
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MIC-WKT and MIC-WKT-IR Installation Manual - Bosch Security Systems 

included later in this manual, you may also refer to the MIC400 Power Supply .... button SW1 down to expel the air from the tubing & prime the pump for.
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VIP X1600 B Base: Installation and Operating Manual - Bosch Security 

incorporating external alarm sensors. Other applications are not permitted. In the event of questions concerning the use of the unit which are not answered in this.
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